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Rams Head Coach Sean McVay 

 

(Opening Remarks) 

“This was a pretty dull game today. I'll tell you what, there was a lot of things 

that we can really learn from. If I have to hear my echo, this whole press 

conference, that's going to be really weird. But first of all, really proud of this 

team finding a way to be able to get it done. Man are there so many things that 

we can clean up. But I'll tell you what, (I) haven't been doing this that long, but 

I've been doing it long enough to know you never take a win for granted in this 

league. It's too difficult to come by. We're going to have our eyes up. We're 

going to move forward the right way. I'm really proud of the resilience that I saw 

from this group. A lot of things that we created some of our own adversity, but 

you credit the Falcons and (Atlanta Falcons Head Coach) Coach Smith's unit 

for being able to kind of just make enough plays to stay in it. We had too many 

turnovers, too many things that we didn't capitalize on, but we found a way to 

be able to get it done. I thought there was a lot of instances of complimentary 

football on display, whether it was (DB) (Cobie) Durant at the end of the first 



half, being able to put us in a position to get that extra touchdown before we 

went in. Whether it was (DB) Jalen Ramsey, making that pick when he had to. 

Really proud of a lot of guys. It was good to be able to get some of those 

players that you guys were on me about, involved and really be able to utilize 

the entirety of our roster. We had some injuries. We'll see where they come out. 

But I am proud of this group and I'm looking forward to being able to look at this 

tape, clean it up, and move forward onto next week.” 

  

(On what went wrong in the fourth quarter and the last few sequences) 

“Yeah, really it was just turnovers. I mean really it was turnovers. We really had 

to punt one time today and we saw how that worked out. So we gave them a lot 

of opportunities, but again, don't take away the credit that they deserve for 

being able to make those plays. But we've got to be more poised and more 

resilient. That's exactly what we're going to do. We're not going to run away 

from some of the things that we didn't do well today. But we're also not going to 

allow ourselves to do anything other than appreciate being able to come away 

with a win and what we know is such a competitive league. So there's a lot of 

different things. I mean it's very uncharacteristic, but it happened and we still 

found a way. Unless they tell me that you get more points for being able to win 

by more points, I don't really care if we found a way to be able to get it done. 

That's how I know I'm maturing because I would've been grumpy before on this 

thing. But holy hell, I need a couple drinks.” 

  

(On getting some players more involved and whether it was intentional or 

what the defense was giving) 

“It was really what the defense gave us, but it was being able to get a lot of 

different guys involved. I think you have to be multidimensional in what you can 

present offensively. We know (WR) Cooper's (Kupp) going to find a way to be 

able to get involved. But I thought it was important, which you guys recognized 

last week, to be able to get (WR) Allen (Robinson) involved, to be able to get 



the running backs going a little bit, to be able to get (TE) Tyler Higbee his 

touches, (WR) Ben Skrowroneck makes a couple catches, (WR) Brandon 

Powell. So we've got to utilize the totality of our roster and the guys that are up 

with our 48 on game day. I thought that was on display. What I'm really 

encouraged about is all the things that we didn't do at a high level where you 

put that game away and you're not having to worry about it. I think are all very 

correctable things. I'm not minimizing that it's not good enough. But again, I feel 

confident in our ability to be solution-oriented as we move forward for the things 

that didn't occur up to our standards on a consistent basis snap in and snap 

out.” 

  

(On what happened during the blocked punt) 

“On the block punt, they had a free runner right up the middle long snapper. 

(LS) Matt (Orzech) just ended up missing his block. When you get that internal 

penetration like that, it's going to be tough to be able to get it off.” 

  

(On if he wants to see more from his punter in the situation that occurred 

with the block) 

“Yeah. I mean, you'd like to be able to speed up the delivery, but we didn't even 

block them as what it looked like to me. I'll have to go back and look at it. But 

when I saw it, it was almost like there was an unabated A gap rusher right up 

through the middle. So no matter if you want to be able to speed it up on a two-

step delivery, sometimes those are tough to be able to get off. But I mean, you 

talk about a (bad) feeling when that one occurred right there, but our guys just 

stayed the course. Hey, I'm being honest. You might have to bleep that out. My 

mom will get mad at me too. But no, what he was trying to play through 

obviously the calf things, but I have total confidence that we'll rebound and he'll 

respond. I want these guys to be eyes up as we move forward and attack these 

problems that we can fix.” 

  



(On Jalen Ramsey’s full impact during the game) 

“Big time. I think it started with just his accountability and I'm really just so 

happy for Jalen. Watching him continue to grow. He's obviously always been a 

great player, but now you watch him continue to assert himself as a leader. I 

think that starts with some of the accountability, the ownership, the standards 

he has for himself. I thought it translated into a great week of practice. Then 

obviously he made a bunch of impact plays that tilted the outcome in our favor 

today. Really happy for Jalen.” 

 

(On what the decision-making process was in getting WR Ben Skowronek 

involved) 

“Just to be able to mix it up a little bit. Sometimes those things might be 

applicable, but when you've got tough players that you can utilize in a bunch of 

different ways… Really proud of what he did, not surprised. But he's just a 

football player. He can play receiver, he lined up in the eye a handful of times 

today. I'm really happy to be working with Ben Skowronek.” 

  

(On if he consciously stays calm during the final stretch) 

“For sure, absolutely. I think that's key and critical because the reality is this, as 

bad as it had gone, we still had the lead. We never trailed. We still can make 

enough plays. There was a lot of things that I did believe were uncharacteristic 

and it really didn't matter what happened up to that point other than hitting the 

reset button and being totally and completely present and in the moment. I 

thought our guys did that. We could talk about that fourth quarter and really the 

second half for such a long period of time to really be able to go over 

everything. But that's why we got a chance to be able to get that thing cleaned 

up tomorrow. But we're going to enjoy this one.” 

  

(On how he would describe what happened to the team today) 

“I would say that we came out and did a great job of really being able to assert 



control of the game and then we relinquished it because of self-inflicted 

wounds. But we had enough mental toughness, physical toughness to be able 

to find a way to still finish it out and come away with the win. So for that I'm 

proud and I'm excited about attacking some of these things that we've got to be 

able to fix if we want to go where we want to go. But after two weeks, we lost a 

Buffalo, found a way to be able to get it done against what I believe is a very 

tough, physical football team, and then we'll move forward to next week.” 

  

(On if the fullback was because of some of the offensive line concerns or 

something he might start incorporating more) 

“I don't know. It might be some… No, here's what I would say, we always feel 

like there's different things that you can present and when you've got movable 

pieces… Ben [Skowronek] enabled us to be able to present some 21 type of 

looks out of 11 personnel and that's what some of these guys do in a 21 

grouping with fullbacks that are athletic enough and it's just kind of the inverse 

of that so we’ll see… It didn't really have anything to do with anything other 

than we felt like that was the best approach for this week. Whether that's 

something that we use this coming week will be predicated on how we best feel 

like we want to try to attack Arizona.” 

  

(On how he thought QB Matthew Stafford played) 

“I thought he did a great job. I think there's a couple of plays… you look at the 

pick in kind of that fringe area, you thought, ‘Hey, we were kind of playing visual 

in the backfield.’ He makes a good play. That's one that he knows he's better 

than that and we learn from it. Then on the other one, it's a man coverage and 

there's a low hold defender inside. It was really a very similar type of play to 

where he second windowed Cooper [Kupp] on the third down that we ended up 

turning over, even though it was a play action. That's where you can sit on your 

back foot, let him clear that window, but those are plays that he's capable of 

making. Those two stand out. I know that's what you guys will see, but I saw a 



guy that had total command, saw the field really well and it's unfortunate that 

those two errors that we had ended up leading to turnovers, but you give them 

credit. They made those plays.” 

 

(On trying to stay composed in the 4th quarter) 

 “I’ve seen a lot of ball and been a part of a lot of games. That was definitely an 

interesting one at the end. It’s probably not the craziest game I've been a part 

of, but you know what it happens. This is NFL football. It's hard to win and 

Atlanta played really well in week one. (They) had a chance to win that game 

and we knew they weren't going to go away. We gave them some opportunities 

to get back in the game through some plays that we can clean up. There's no 

question about that. But when we were playing well, we were playing at a really 

high clip which was good to see today.” 

  

(On if there is such thing as a disappointing win)  

“No, not at all. I'm happy to get a win. I'll take them anyway I can get them. I'll 

take a peek at the film and find ways to be better. There's no question about it. 

We can do it in all three phases. That's the kind of locker room that we have, 

which is great. We have guys that are going to do everything they can to try to 

be as good as they possibly can, both individually, as a unit, or a team. So I feel 

great about getting the win under our belt and learning from it.” 

  

(On his level of comfort with WR Allen Robinson today)  

“Yeah, I mean I've been comfortable with him. I just didn't do a good enough 

job of getting him the ball in that first game. But (I) got him involved early, 

obviously first play of the game, or at least an early play of the game I got him 

the ball there on an in cut. He did a nice job on a third down, caught a big play 

for us, nice job in the red zone a couple times. We just missed on one in the red 

zone that would've been another touchdown. He ran a nice route, I was thinking 

one thing and he was thinking another. But I thought A-Rob did a great job. 



He's going to continue to grow into his role in this offense. We're going to 

continue to learn about each other. ‘Hey, what does he do great? What does he 

really like to do? What do I like? How do we see him fitting into this offense?’ All 

that kind of stuff. But I thought he played great today, both in the pass game 

and what he had to do in the run game as well.” 

  

(On his performance in today’s game) 

 “I felt like I was seeing it really good. Getting us in and out of plays when 

pressures were coming and getting the ball underneath to guys that were trying 

to play as deep to short bringing simulated pressures. They didn't really come 

after us too much until late in the game. They played some man, but not a lot of 

man in there, a bunch of zone. It felt like I was just peppering in completions, 

getting the ball to our guys in space, letting them do their thing. It was a greedy 

play from me on the first pick, no question about it. (Atlanta Falcons CB) Casey 

Hayward to the field, veteran corner tied in on (WR) Cooper Kupp in the slot. 

How he didn't come off on the out cut, I don't know. I just thought he was 

coming off, kind of lost vision, put it in a bad spot to be honest with you. The 

second one, I'm cutting that loose every time. That guy made a really nice play 

in man coverage, uncovering from the stack. I'll take a look at it, but that was 

kind of my first inclination of that play. I hate that that happened because I felt 

like I was in a great rhythm getting the ball to our guys, getting us in and out of 

the right plays. I felt like we were playing at a really high clip and it’s just 

frustrating to have those two plays. But as a unit, I thought we operated really 

well.” 

  

 (On the difference he felt from week one to week two)  

“Every week is different. You got to go out there and prove it every single week. 

I thought our guys upfront played great. That helps our offense when those 

guys play the way they played today. It was unbelievable. We had guys 

stepping in all sorts of places after week one with both injuries coming into the 



game. Then obviously losing (OG) Tremayne Anchrum (Jr.) early on, really the 

first play of the game. I think he was injured and then second play he came out 

after that. Then I thought (OT) AJ (Alaric Jackson) did a great job of coming in 

and playing well. So I’m just proud of those guys playing up front the way they 

played against a good front. When they play like that it’s going to help our unit.” 

  

(On his intentions to spread the ball around to different receivers)  

“Well, you know, it's not that easy. It's not just, ‘Hey, whenever we want Cooper 

and I to go off, we can do it.’ But it's not that easy. I'm with you. I'm just 

messing with you. But, no, it was not a conscious effort to honestly feature 

those other guys. I thought Sean (McVay) did a great job of getting us in some 

plays where other guys were primaries. Sometimes those primaries were 

covered and you got to move on and other guys catch the football. But those 

guys were some primaries early on in the game and they did a great job. Then 

Cooper got his opportunities and made great plays which he always does.” 

  

(On Cooper Kupp’s catch at the end of the first half)  

“Yeah, it was definitely two plays called in the huddle. Got Cam (Akers) to move 

on to the next play and our guys up front did a great job. That's a pressure look. 

Our guys did a nice job kind of walling it to give me a half second. Cooper ran a 

great route and I tried to put it in the good spot and he went and got it.” 

  

(On five turnovers in the first two games) 

 “Yeah, I think every game is an opportunity to go out there and play. You can't 

sit there and go, ‘Okay, what's happened?’ I know it's only two, but you know, I 

don't both games together. Each game is a new opportunity to go out there and 

play at a high level. Are there two plays from this game that I can clean up? 

Absolutely. Are there a lot of good plays to take from it? Yes. But I'm my worse 

critic to be honest with you. Those plays are frustrating for me, and I know 

frustrating for our team. I want to make sure that I'm doing everything I can to 



help our team move in the right direction, move forward, win games, play great, 

all that kind of stuff and try to limit the times that I'm pulling us backwards with 

an interception or a tough play in the pocket, whatever it is. So I've been doing 

it for a long time. I'm hard on myself at all times. I'll definitely look inward and try 

to figure out a way to make sure those things don't happen.” 

  

(On the checkdown to RB Cam Akers being a momentum building play)  

“Yeah, there were a bunch of plays in the game where our guys did a nice job 

just being in the right place at the right time. Against a team that's going to play 

a lot of zones like Atlanta did, you got to distribute the field the right way. That 

includes running backs and check downs and all that kind of stuff. So there 

were some times where we called some shot plays and they did a nice job of 

covering them and I was able to get it down to those backs. They did a great 

job of making those count.” 

 

 

Falcons Head Coach Arthur Smith 

 

(On players fighting towards the end of the game) 

“Yeah, our guys do [fight]. Obviously, it wasn't perfect and we need to break 

through, but the one thing about our guys, no matter what has happened, 

you've got a chance until the last play to go win it and we'll continue to grow. 

Certainly, you go through these things. It's painful to lose like that. And now one 

possession, but we had the right mindset, we'll grow and we'll get better. And 

we got a lot of football ahead of us. And we got another big challenge next 

week. But these guys, they fight, they're resilient. Like I said, it wasn't perfect, 

but I was really proud of these guys. A lot of the young guys, right, you just 

never give up on it. Even when it looks like they converted with (WR Cooper) 

Kupp on the one, be able to punch the ball out, the block punt, all the big plays, 

knowing you're never out of the fight. And we had a chance at the end. And 



obviously they made a play down there and even so, we got off the field and at 

least had a shot at a hail mary.” 

  

(On the performance of TE Kyle Pitts)  

“Kyle's a huge part of our offense and the thing is, and the thing is, you just 

have to take it with context. It's the same thing we're trying to win and he has a 

huge impact on the game. And so that's a really good front and certainly 

probably the most dominant interior pass rusher in the last decade. And so 

when you're sitting there using different things to try to stay on track because 

the guy can be a nightmare and Kyle is such an important piece, and we go 

after him or he is targeted and other guys made plays. So, you know, it was like 

a perfect example. You targeted him on one and if they cover him or they 

account for him, then Hodge comes in there and makes a big play. It happened 

a few times things like that. It's not fantasy football. We're just trying to win, and 

we'll continue to look at everything and try to get better.” 

  

(On using different defensive personnel rotations throughout the game) 

“Well, I think it's important. We got a lot of guys that can help us. And like I said, 

it's a long season. I mean, it's not where we want to be. We've seen progress 

and we're certainly not celebrating moral victories, but some of these guys 

need to play. We need to use everybody because it's a long season. And when 

you're able to play more guys, then you can create more packages and put 48 

guys up. You want everybody to have a job.” 

  

(On whether taking S Jaylin Hawkins out of the game, replacing him with 

S Dean Marlowe for the second half has to do with Hawkins’ performance) 

“No, it's not that it's just some things are working and [I] felt that sometimes you 

may arrange a rotation, you go with a hot hand. It's nothing against Jaylen. We 

got a lot of good players. I know you have to ask those things, but we value 

versatility and we roll a lot of guys through, same thing on offense. Like I said 



we're not playing fantasy football, we're playing to try to win a game. And that's 

a challenge, that's a good football team and Stafford does a good job. And you 

know, especially, [he] made some really nice throws and [you're] trying to pick 

your poison. You come after him, he can make you pay and if you keep it in 

front of him, they bled it out. I mean, it was a pretty fast game until the last 

quarter.” 

  

(On what he took away from failing to score on the drive after the 

interception in the first half) 

“We took the shot, right? And got the penalty and you're right on the fringe of 

field goal range and we had a miscommunication on one over there we have to 

get cleaned up. And that third down one, the ball… it's just the way it bounces 

sometimes. We'll continue to go after (RB) CP (Cordarrelle Patterson) every 

time and he'll make that play next time.” 

  

(On QB Marcus Mariota’s performance) 

“Well, take it in context. I mean some of the stuff, wasn't necessarily his fault. 

He made enough plays and gave us a chance, right? He have two touchdown 

passes today? The one interception, I mean the way the ball bounced off CP, 

and then the one at the end…it's (CB) Jalen (Ramsey) over the top, you got a 

chance on that. There's things we'll look at and clean up, but he's operating 

pretty well for us right now.” 

  

(On how they ended up in a hole in the first half) 

“I mean, that's your mindset. It's the thing you have to understand is like wrong. 

I mean, it's more like things you have to clean up. It's not like some tragedy. I 

mean, it's a four-quarter game. There's things we have to clean up. Some of 

the communication is a little bit louder down there. You know, we anticipated, 

we have to clean some of the pre-snap stuff up. I mean, that's the stuff, take 

the first drive, what do we have one punt? In the coming out, how many punts 



do we have? I can't remember. I don't want to say the wrong thing, and both 

teams. I mean, the clock went pretty good. And then they were trying to run the 

ball. We started to stay on track. First drive we came away with nothing. I 

believe we had the penalty and then the miscommunication that let (LB Bobby) 

Wagner free and it's like a combination of bad events and we missed a kick. 

We'll look to clean up.” 

  

(On how the Rams made big plays after starting with short completions) 

“I mean just pick your poison. A lot of things underneath and lot of intermediate 

routes to Kupp and you're playing on top. That's what happens when you're 

playing against one of the better quarterback, receiver tandems in the league 

and they do a good job. And so obviously, we didn't make enough plays, but 

the game plan gave us enough and guys kept grinding out and we had a shot. 

We had our shot twice. We had a shot in the red zone that got picked by 

Ramsey and then a hail mary.” 

  

(On how going 3/10 on third downs and 50% in the red zone and how 

much those stats matter) 

“Yeah, they matter. I mean (we) went for it on fourth down, right? So that one, 

you take it with a grain of salt there. We miss the third down, you let the drive 

continue. They got the pick on the one and then I believe it was third and 13 

wasn’t it, so that's two of (them) right there. I mean, always, right? You want to 

be better on third down, red zone in the first drive. You (got to) give (them) 

credit, but like I said, there's things we (got to) clean up and we will.” 

  

(On how encouraging it is to play draft picks and young guys) 

“Yeah, it's a lot of our young guys, (WR) Josh (Ali). I know everybody focuses 

on draft picks, but you know, (DT) Timmy Horne is out there grinding, we (have) 

guys in there coming along…it's everybody. Guys made plays late and gave us 

a shot.” 



  

(On putting WR Drake London in a position to play as well as he is right 

now) 

“(Inaudible)… it’s why we took him. We had a lot of conviction about the player. 

He's not perfect. There (are) things that we (got to) clean up with him, but if 

they're going to sit there and pack the middle, so focused on what’s on the run 

or (TE) Kyle (Pitts), and we move Kyle around, that's how we got the shot late 

and they grabbed him. I mean, excuse me, before the half, and continued to 

move Kyle around, but they gave us some access over there so pick your 

poison. He's a big physical player. He'll continue to get better.” 

  

(On if that was what they were envisioning when they drafted him) 

“Absolutely.” 

  

(On how blocking the Rams punt changed the game for the Falcons) 

“It's a lot in the pro football game, when you got two good teams that are 

swinging. The thing I was proud about our guys, and obviously we need to win, 

but you get on the road like this [with] a team that we knew were going to give 

their best shot and they were focused. They were dialed in. They made sure 

they were very protective of (QB) Matthew (Stafford) and they had a good plan. 

The focus gave us an opportunity and (LB) Troy's (Andersen) an explosive 

athlete. He got there in a hurry and we did a good job picking the ball up and 

scoring. And we went for two, which puts more pressure on you, right? You 

kind of feel like, hey, you're down 14, went for two. Marcus did a hell of a job 

keeping that play alive. Now the pressure's all in the playcaller coming back. 

Now you're only up six. They know a touchdown wins it. They convert the third 

down, you’re never out of the fight, (CB) Darren (Hall) popped it up, I believe 

and then we put together a little bit of string of plays and they picked us on third 

down.” 

 



Falcons QB Marcus Mariota 

 

(On going for a scoring drive in the last seconds says about the team) 

“At the end of the day, we got a great group of guys that have a lot of fight, that 

have the mentality just to continue to take it one play at a time. This league is 

weird, man. You're (going to) find yourself in these close games. We just have 

to do a better job of finding ways to win them.” 

  

(On the number of targets for TE Kyle Pitts) 

“Yeah, week in and week out, it's going to depend. They did a good job. There 

(were) a couple moments where they were doubling him. There was a couple 

moments… just the way that the game flows where he's going to get his 

targets, he's going to find the ball, the ball will come to him. These first couple 

weeks, it just hasn't happened that way.” 

  

(On WR Drake London and WR KhaDarel Hodges’ impact on the passing 

game today) 

“They both are great. That room has been awesome. Drake, he’s (going to) 

continue to learn, he's (going to) continue to grow. He's done a great job for us 

and that being said, we got to continue to find ways to spread the ball around 

because I think we've got a great group.” 

  

(On what the team will take away from a 2-0 starting record and how 

they’ll build that for next week’s game in Seattle) 

“When it comes down to it, at the end of the day, we just (have) to focus on… 

it's a play here, it's a play there. It's just kind of what happens in this league. 

With that being said, I think it's good for us to stay out here, be on the west 

coast, being all together. It's what it's about. We'll find ways to all improve. We'll 

all continue to get better. But to be out here together, I think is (going to) be 

great for us.”  



  

(On coach’s address to the team to set the theme for the rest of the road 

trip) 

“I think just flush it and we can take the good and the bad. Don't be afraid to 

look at yourself critically and get better from it. At the end of the day, if we can 

just stack these days and put four quarters together, I think we will be a good 

team.” 

  

(On how the running game slowed down compared to last week) 

“I think they did a good job of changing some looks. I (have) to do a better job 

of getting us in a better plays. But that being said, they get paid to play defense 

too and they did a good job. We'll correct some things, but at the end of the 

day, we hang our hat on what we do up front and I continue to believe in those 

guys and in what we're doing.” 

  

(On a missed protection on the first drive) 

“That's on me. I got to do a better job of communicating that across the board. I 

think throughout the game, I could have done a better job operationally and just 

communicating with the guys so that everybody was on the same page.” 

  

(On what he said to WR Drake London after his first NFL touchdown)  

“To keep it. That's a big thing. There's only so many guys that get to play this 

game and to catch your first one, I think it's important to have it. It's such a 

milestone, right? You work your whole life to get to this point. I can remember 

when I threw my first touchdown, one of the veteran guys picked up the ball for 

me and I just thought about that in that moment for a young rookie, just to kind 

of have a milestone so that he can look back on it and just find that opportunity 

to reflect. I thought it was important.” 

 

  



 

--RAMS-- 

  

 


